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Who Is Del? 
Del Bigtree is one of the preeminent voices of the Vaccine Risk Awareness Movement. His 

career as an Emmy-winning producer of the CBS talk show, The Doctors, changed 

profoundly when he produced the documentary, Vaxxed: From Cover-up to Catastrophe, 

which is credited with igniting a revolution against pharmaceutical tyranny around the world. 

Now Del’s internet news show, The HighWire, is the fastest-growing program in the natural 

health arena with over 75 million views. His non-profit, the Informed Consent Action 

Network, or ICAN, is leading worldwide investigations into drug and vaccine fraud that have 

already resulted in multiple winning lawsuits against US Government agencies Health and 

Human Services, National Institutes of Health, CDC and FDA.  

 

Because of the Highwire and Del’s team of experts, attorneys, and staff, they were successful in getting 

the CDC to admit, in writing, they have never compared unvaccinated to vaccinated children which is 

thee critical test to disprove the utility of the 72 vaccines injected into our kids. 

They also have recently, by exposing the truth, influenced the CDC to take down from their website the 

statement that say, “there is no connection between vaccines and autism”. 

And, they helped the Massachusetts legislature to eliminate the mandate for flu shots for schools. 

This team knows what they are talking about and they do mean business.  I hope you will give them your 

utmost attention, curiosity and questions. 

This particular bill is neither pro or anti vaccine.  It is a common sense bill to assure North Dakota 

citizens that proper control and placebo studies have been conducted for safety.  The opposition to this 

bill will likely perpetuate the narrative that “all is fine” and there is “nothing to worry about”.  Actually, 

even most of them are unaware of growing number of compromises being accepted for the sake of 

speed, profits, and fear of reprisal.  


